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ABSTRACT

This paper describes first large scale article detection and extraction efforts on the Finnish Digi newspaper material of the National Library of Finland (NLF) using data of one newspaper, Uusi Suometar 1869–1898. The historical digital newspaper archive environment of the NLF is based on commercial docWorks software. The software is capable of article detection and extraction, but our material does not seem to behave well in the system in this respect. Therefore, we have been in search of an alternative article segmentation system and have now focused our efforts on the PIVAJ machine learning based platform developed at the LITIS laboratory of University of Rouen Normandy [11–13, 16, 17].

As training and evaluation data for PIVAJ we chose one newspaper, Uusi Suometar. We established a data set that contains 56 issues of the newspaper from years 1869-1898 with 4 pages each, i.e. 224 pages in total. Given the selected set of 56 issues, our first data annotation and experiment phase consisted of annotating a subset of 28 issues (112 pages) and conducting preliminary experiments. After the preliminary annotation and experimentation resulting in a consistent practice, we fixed the annotation of the first 28 issues accordingly. Subsequently, we annotated the remaining 28 issues. We then divided the annotated set into training and evaluation sets of 168 and 56 pages. We trained PIVAJ successfully and evaluated the results using the layout evaluation software developed by PRImA research laboratory of University of Salford [6].

The results of our experiments show that PIVAJ achieves success rates of 67.9, 76.1, and 92.2 for the whole data set of 56 pages with three different evaluation scenarios introduced in [6]. On the whole, the results seem reasonable considering the varying layouts of the different issues of Uusi Suometar along the time scale of the data.
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1 Introduction

This paper describes article detection and extraction efforts on the Finnish Digi newspaper material of the National Library of Finland (NLF) using data of one newspaper, Uusi Suomen疏散 1869–1898. It is a common practice that historical newspaper collections are digitized on page level: pages of the physical newspapers are scanned and OCRed and the page images serve as the basic browsing and searching unit of the collection. Searches to the collection are made on page level and results are shown on page level to the user. Page, however, is not any kind of basic informational unit of a newspaper, only a typographical or printing unit. Pages consist of articles or news items (and advertisements or notices of different kind, too), although length and form of them can be quite variable. Thus, separation of the article structure of digitized newspaper pages is an important step to improve usability of digital newspaper collections. As the amount of digitized historical journalistic information grows, also good search, browsing and exploration tools for harvesting the information are needed, as these affect usability of the collection. Contents of the collections are one of the key elements of usefulness of the collections, but also presentation of the contents for the user is important [10, 19]. As Dengel and Shafait [8] formulate it: “availability of logical structure facilitates navigation and advanced search inside the document as well as enables better presentation of the document in a possibly restructured format.” Possibility to use article structure will also improve further analysis stages of the content, such as topic modeling or any other kind of content analysis. Information retrieval performance of a newspaper collection should also improve, if its contents are indexed on article level [5]. Several digitized historical newspaper collections have implemented article extraction on their pages. Good examples are for example Italian La Stampa, British Newspaper Archive, and Australian Trove.

The historical digital newspaper archive environment of the NLF is based on commercial docWorks software. The software is capable of article detection and extraction, but our material does not seem to behave well in the system in this respect. We have not been able to produce good article segmentation with docWorks, although such work has been accomplished e.g. in the Europeana Newspaper framework [19]. Thus, we have been in search of suitable software to perform article segmentation. We ended up trying software named PIVAJ developed in the LTIS laboratory of University of Rouen Normandy [11-13, 16, 17].

2 Selection of the article extraction tool

Article extraction on complex layout digitized newspaper pages is not an easy task. Results of the biannual ICDAR competition on historical newspaper layout analysis show that current algorithms segment and label about 80–85 % of the pages correctly at best [1–3, 7]. These results, however, are achieved with a smallish evaluation corpus of less than 100 documents [8] and the results are thus only indicative. Evaluation campaign Maurdor’ from years 2013 and 2014 is the most comprehensive evaluation task in overall document segmentation and identification. Some results of the Maurdor campaign are shown in [5].

The latest round of ICDAR competition, ICDAR 2017, considered comparative evaluation of page segmentation and region classification methods for documents with complex layouts. Presented results included the results of the evaluation of seven methods: five submitted to the competition, and two state-of-the-art systems: commercial ABBYY FineReader® Engine 11 and open-source Tesseract 3.04. In a combined task of segmentation and classification of page contents all but one of the systems remain in the range of 72.5 to 83% correctness. The best performing system, MHS 2017, joint work of HoChiMinh City University of Technology (Ho Chi Minh City, Viet Nam) and Chonnam National University (Gwangju, Republic of Korea), achieves a clearly better performance of 90.6% [7].

Our chosen tool PIVAJ has two parts: an on-line application and an off-line system. The offline system analyzes newspapers’ digitization images in order to rebuild their logical structure, from issues to sections to articles. The online system allows for the display of the resulting analysis on the Web, as well as additional functionalities such as transcription corrections. We use only PIVAJ’s offline system for newspaper image analysis and article marking.

Eskenazi et al. [9] surveyed and proposed a typology for most document segmentation algorithms between 2008 and 2017. According to this typology, PIVAJ’s segmentation part would belong to group 3: Layout potentially unconstrained, subgroup hybrid techniques, as it combines methods of group 2’s segmentation by feature classification (B&W for text and separators, grayscale for pictures) with another higher-level classifier for text level identification. After the segmentation part non-learning algorithms compute the general layout grid and the reading order of the page as was done in [11-12], and finally a recursive regular expression parser combines the parts into sections and articles.

From a user perspective, PIVAJ article annotation system is a machine learning software that is first taught with sample page images that have been marked for layout structure with entities like title, body, vertical separator, horizontal separator, pictures etc. Amount of needed training material is not described very clearly in documents related to PIVAJ, as it depends on the size and variability of newspaper’s pages. Hebert et al. [11], for example, have used 11 pages for training for a standard, two-column, late 18th and early 19th century newspaper. After training, PIVAJ should be able to detect layout of similar pages, extract and mark articles from the pages, and output the results in ALTO and

---

1 http://www.archiviolastampa.it/
2 https://www.britishnewspaperarchive.co.uk/
4 http://www.maurdor-campaign.org/
METS files. PIVAJ has so far been used e.g. to process 100,000 pages of Journal de Rouen, out of which it detected 550,000 articles [12]. In an evaluation with a very small evaluation data set of 42 documents PIVAJ’s accuracy in article extraction was 85.84% [11]. This is in line with results achieved in ICDAR’s historical newspaper layout analysis competition, where best systems achieve accuracy of 83–86% [1–2]. Same range of performance is achieved also in ICDAR 2015 and ICDAR 2017 where documents with complex layout were analyzed [3, 7].

3 Selection of experimental data

At the time of writing the whole Digi has 941 newspaper titles with 4,078,876 freely usable pages. The number of the titles shows that if we are going to perform article extraction on the collection, we need to start with a modest sub collection of the most important newspapers to see, whether article extraction is feasible and results good enough for larger scale work. If the results are promising, we need to assess whether our chosen segmentation method scales up so that large-scale article extraction with more newspapers is possible.

To get an overview of usage of newspapers we examined first usage of different titles from Digi’s use logs. We studied both title and page load statistics of the 20 most used newspapers. The newspapers included both Finnish and Swedish newspapers from different parts of Finland, mostly published in largest cities like Helsinki, Turku and Tampere, but also newspapers from smaller towns. Figure 1 shows the 20 most used newspapers.

As our article extraction trial material we chose newspaper Uusi Suometar (US), which is the fourth most used newspaper in the statistics and the first newspaper in the list in Finnish. The first three titles were published in Swedish, which was the major language of publication in Finland until 1880. Uusi Suometar started to appear in year 1869 and was published with the same name until the end of year 1918. After that its name was changed to Uusi Suomi. Uusi Suometar was first published twice a week, later on its publication frequency increased to six times a week and from 1913 it became a daily.

Layout of Uusi Suometar follows the normal Manhattan style [14] and the publication starts with three columns. Later on columns were added in periods of 3–5 years until in 1894 the layout consisted of nine columns. From 1894 onwards, the number of columns varied from six to seven. This pattern of increasing columns can be found in most of the main newspapers of the same period, e.g. in Aamu-lehti, Työmines, Päivälehti, Hämäläinen and Satakan. As for advertisements, Uusi Suometar did not contain ads or similar announcements in the early years. However, the number of advertisements increased fast and by 1890 they formed a prominent portion of the content. Advertisements bring complexity to the layout of a newspaper page as they can include more graphical elements, odd fonts and can be set on the page more unevenly than news articles.

Out of the available Uusi Suometar material, we established a data set containing 56 issues sampled from years 1869–1898 with 4 pages each, i.e. 224 pages in total. Given the selected set of 56 issues, our first annotation and experiment phase consisted of annotating a subset of 28 issues (112 pages) and conducting preliminary experiments. The motivation for this phase was to gain experience with the PIVAJ annotation toolkit, to detect and solve potential problems with the annotation practices, and to familiarize ourselves with the PIVAJ experiment pipeline (learning from ground truth and applying the learned model). In order to run the experiment pipeline, we divided the 28 issues into a training and a development set of 21 and 7 issues (84 and 28 pages), respectively. After the preliminary annotation and experimentation resulting in a consistent practice, we fixed the annotation of the first 28 issues (112 pages) accordingly. Subsequently, we annotated the remaining 28 issues (112 pages). We then divided the annotated set to training and test sets of 168 and 56 pages, respectively.

As mentioned above, the number of columns per page in US issues varies from 3 to 9. Because we could not be sure if PIVAJ would be able to learn simultaneously from issues with such a varying number of columns, we wanted to try out learning and evaluating an individual model for issues with a shared amount of columns. Therefore, we selected an equal amount of issues with the number of columns 3–9 from the years 1869–1898. We note that this distribution does somewhat differ from a uniformly sampled set of issues since some column numbers appear more frequently in the collection than others. In

Figure 1. 20 most used newspaper in the Digi collection 2009–2019. Column labels from left to right are: type of data (newspaper), title (ISSN), number of loads, per centage of usage.
retrospect, however, as it turned out that PIVAJ indeed has no problem handling varying number of columns, the straightforward uniform selection criterion would have been perfectly justifiable and is thus recommended for future work.

In order to study if number of columns had an impact on PIVAJ, we first trained an individual model on the 3 issues containing 3 columns in the training set and evaluated the model on the issue in the development set with 3 columns. Subsequently, we repeated the same for the rest of the column numbers from 4 to 9. As expected, PIVAJ was able to learn and provide meaningful predictions (measured by visual inspection) on the development issues. We then trained a single model using all the 21 issues with varying column numbers and evaluated the resulting model on all the 7 issues in the development set. Our hypothesis was that in case the PIVAJ would have difficulties handling the variety of number of columns, we would observe anomalies during training or, more importantly, in the predictions on the development set. However, we saw no evidence of this, that is, PIVAJ again provided meaningful predictions and no undesirable behavior on the development set (measured by visual inspection). Therefore, we adopted the single model approach for the primary experiments conducted on all 56 issues discussed in the next section.

4 Results of the experiments

4.1 Evaluation

We trained PIVAJ successfully, ran the experiments and evaluated the physical segmentation results using the layout evaluation software developed by PRImA research laboratory of University of Salford [6], which is applicable subsequent to converting the ALTO XML structure used by PIVAJ to PAGE XML. The PRImA software has been employed for evaluation of the biannual ICDAR competitions (2011/13/15/17). However, the specifics of the official competition evaluation are not publicly available and, thus, the competition evaluation is not replicable. Therefore, we instead followed the evaluation presented in [6] with three evaluation scenarios:

The General recognition is used to measure the pure segmentation performance. Therefore, misclassification errors are ignored completely. Miss and partial miss errors are considered worst and have the highest weights. The weights for merge and split errors are set to 50%, whereas false detection, as the least important error type, has a weight of only 10%. This is named as general recognition in the output of the evaluation software.

The Text structure scenario evaluates region classification, in the context of a typical OCR system, focusing primarily on text but not ignoring the non-text regions. Accordingly, this profile is similar to the first but misclassification of text is weighted highest and all other misclassification weights are set to 10%.

This is named as text structure in the output of the evaluation software.

The third scenario, Indexing, is based on the OCR profile but focuses solely on text, ignoring non-text regions. This is named as indexing in the output of the evaluation software.

Note that the fourth scenario, Images & Graphics, included by [6] was not included in the PRImA output and is therefore excluded.

4.2 Results

We show our results along the three evaluation scenarios explained in chapter 4.1. and used in [6]. PRImA’s evaluation tool does not give an average counting for the results of one newspaper issue, only results page by page. The average results reported here have been calculated from the page by page results. Figure 2 shows area weighted success rates for the three different scenarios.

![Figure 2. Area weighted success rates for the three evaluation scenarios. Mean average figures for the issues.](https://www.primaresearch.org/tools)

On average the three evaluation scenarios get success rates of 67.9, 76.1, and 92.2 for the whole data set of 56 pages.

These scenarios only evaluate the physical segmentation results of PIVAJ on our material; PIVAJ also computes text level (Title 1 to 3, body text), reading order and finally, article extraction.

A more detailed inspection of the results shows the following:

If the pages contain longer sections that consist of short news items of few lines, the news are not well extracted, only the larger section, if there are no clear, e.g. bolded, starts for the short news items.

Figure 3, however, is an example of a quite successful extraction of a complex page: it gets recognition rates of 81.86, 89.95, and 96.54.
Advertisements or different announcements get a clearly worse recognition, and they are usually on the fourth page. Layout of the advertisement pages may also vary quite a lot: some are more regular than others in the respect that they do not contain odd graphical elements. One of the worst examples from our data is shown in figure 4. It gets recognition rates of 57.4, 73.02, and 78.73, clearly below the averages.

If we compare our results to those of ICDAR competition we can note that the results show the same pattern as in [6] with regards to general recognition, full text recognition and text indexing: the first is the lowest, the second clearly better and the third the best. The main difference is that our figures are lower by a magnitude of 10% units with the first two scenarios and by a magnitude of 5% units with the third scenario.

5 Conclusion

This paper described first large scale article detection and extraction efforts on the Finnish Digi newspaper material of the National Library of Finland (NLF) using data of one newspaper. We have used PIVAJ machine learning based platform developed at the LITIS laboratory of University of Rouen Normandy [11-13, 16, 17].

As training and evaluation data for PIVAJ we chose one central newspaper from our collection, Uusi Suometar. We established a data set that contains 56 issues of the newspaper from years 1869-1898 with 4 pages each, i.e. 224 pages in total, and annotated the data with PIVAJ’s annotation tool. We divided the annotated set into training and evaluation sets of 168 and 56
pages. We trained PIVAJ successfully and evaluated the results using the layout evaluation software developed by PRLimA research laboratory of University of Salford [6].

The results of our experiments show that PIVAJ achieves success rates of 67.9, 76.1, and 92.2 for the whole data set of 56 pages with three different evaluation scenarios introduced in [6]. The mean quality of the results is lowered by PIVAJ’s behavior on advertisement heavy pages. LITIS is currently working on new solutions to overcome this weakness. On the whole, the results seem reasonable considering the varying layouts of the different issues of Uusi Suometar along the time scale of the data.

Our future plans include further testing of PIVAJ with more data of Uusi Suometar. Especially we need more experience in the scalability of the software. The publication history of Uusi Suometar from 1869 to 1918 includes 86 060 pages, so producing article extraction even for one main newspaper is a considerable task. We shall also evaluate working of the developed PIVAJ model on other newspapers: although the layouts of many newspapers seem to be very similar, it is not clear, whether one trained PIVAJ model is enough to cover a substantial set of other newspapers, too. The producer of the PIVAJ software, LITIS Laboratory, ran some cross-newspaper experiments between Le Journal de Rouen, Le Journal des Débats and Le Gaulois using models trained on one title on the other titles. What seems important is that newspapers are similar enough at the pixel level: separators should have roughly the same width or height expressed in pixels (thus depending both on the physical dimensions of the paper and the density of the digitizing), proportions between the different sizes of titles should be approximately the same etc. Change in the number of columns is not in general an obstacle for PIVAJ. On the other hand, the statistical nature of this tool makes it sometimes fail on pages that seem very similar to the human eye. LITIS is working at improving this.
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